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The Surveillance Technology Oversight Project (“S.T.O.P.”) is a community-based civil rights group that advocates and litigates against discriminatory surveillance. Our work highlights the discriminatory impact of surveillance on Muslim Americans, immigrants, the LGBTQ+ community, indigenous peoples, and communities of color, particularly the unique trauma of anti-Black policing.

We oppose the proposed Body-Worn Camera (BWC) Pilot Program as both a threat to public safety and to Madison residents’ civil rights. BWCs systematically fail to promote accountability, being turned not on officers, but on the public they are sworn to serve. BWCs frequently capture a deceptive and incomplete view of police encounters, reinforcing the police narrative. At the same time, BWCs are increasingly a tools for tracking the public, not protecting them.

Officers exercise unchecked discretion over what encounters to record, failing to activate them or deliberately disabling devices prior to violent encounters. Department leaders compound officers’ discretion by limiting public access to footage that captures police misconduct. The New York Civilian Complaint Review Board stated that approximately 40% of requests for BWC footage went unfulfilled by the NYPD. Alarming, in more than 100 cases, the NYPD falsely claimed there was no video when footage actually existed. In Texas, BWC footage of Tony Timpa’s killing by the Dallas Police Department was only released after a three-year legal campaign by Timpa’s family and The Dallas Morning News. Given that police encounters are particularly more dangerous for BIPOC Americans, police discretion over BWC footage disparately impacts these communities. Alarming, the primary bright-line protection of the BWC Pilot Program will benefit the Madison Police Department, with insufficient protection of citizens.

While BWCs fail to hold officers accountable, they do succeed at one thing: Surveilling the public. BWCs capture information on hundreds or even thousands of individuals that an officer sees on a given day. Lax departmental policies and excessive officer discretion cause BWCs to become less a tool to keep cops in line, and more a tool to monitor civilians.

To fully protect Madison’s residents, we would hope to prevent the introduction of BWCs completely. BWCs fail in their goal of protecting citizens, and their use highlights the high risk of mass surveillance. The experiences of other cities make clear that surveillance solutions create new problems, while failing to address the problems they are intended to fix. It is incumbent on lawmakers to respond to this data and truly protect the public by resisting the push to implement body-worn cameras.
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